WHAT DO YOU BUY A BABY?

BEAUTIFUL BABY GIFT IDEAS

BABY GIFT IDEAS

When we say traditional we are not talking about knitted cardigans,
silver rattles, or bibs. There are some beautifully traditional gifts that
have stood the test of time and still make wonderfully original presents
at Christenings, baby showers and birthdays.
Gifts like Snowdomes, Music Boxes, ‘Tooth, Curl and Bracelet’ Boxes to
capture all the firsts, and of course Photo Albums. These are keepers
with a traditional twist because babies through the centuries have
been given them and kept them through to adulthood.
Traditional gifts are perfect for Godparents who want to give the child
something to remind them that they are always supported and
watched over.
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The practical present may not always be appreciated but there are
some occasions where they are more thoughtful and significantly more
cherished than others. Birthday yearbooks, ‘Bump to Birthday’
Pregnancy Journals, and Memory Keepsake Books, are all useful gifts
that will soon be filled with memories, pictures, and once in a lifetime
events.
Documenting one of the most memorable times in you and your child’s
life can often result in a practical gift to yourselves. It is the perfect gift
to ensure you do not miss a moment of what is to come. Of course,
equally as likely is a parent or relative buying you a yearbook before
you have even stopped celebrating your new arrival.
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Christenings, first birthdays, baby showers and of course birth days are
momentous occasions and sometimes no presents mark them better
than a personalised gift.
We have a huge range of personalised gifts available depending on the
occasion, sex of the child and the personality of the parent(s). Whether
you are looking to add that special touch to a teddy, a photo frame, a
basket of gifts or an elegant piece of jewellery then our ‘Personalise a
Gift’ site has exactly what you need.
There is always that extra strand of meaning affixed to a personalised
gift because they make them unique – a carefully selected possession
for a new arrival in the world.
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These are the baby gifts that society could not be without brought into
the modern world without losing their heritage. Items like lovable
dolls, money boxes and plaques.
There is a worn, much loved finish to them which is iconic of a vintage
style. They bridge the gap between an adults memories of childhood
and the little ones expectations of modern day gifts. No present
collection is complete without a vintage item to tug on nostalgic
threads and give a child something that preserves our connection to
what was great about our childhoods.
What child doesn’t love a doll to call their own or a money box they
can fill with bronze coins throughout their childhood?
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For more great Baby Gifts products browse our full collection.
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